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Risk Assessment: of SW GW Issue

Issue
Gland water for Division II Service Water c z-oss-tied to .Division I SW on Jan 2 1.

Restored on'Feb I1.

Failure of Division I Service Water results ixi failure of Division II Service Water (if

gland water not restored in 30 minutes).•

urpo se
Determine risk significance of issue when reviewed using CNS PRA Model.

Assumptions used to perform risk assessmaent will be reviewed by Operations and Plant

Engineering.

AssmptionS
.Failure of both Division I SW PumPs leads to failure of both Division if SW

pumps when GW is being supplied byDivision I pumpsto Division 1I pumps.

Evaluation
GWvtrouble is alarmed in the Control Room. The alarm procedure'wasreviewed by

Operations. This procedure describes the.expected conditions of the GW but does not

descri the vaelve e rcfe, the a tern Operating

procedure which cot 
vai S e W and a to ye the proper GW

ýlineup. 
.L

SThe time required to restore GW inza plant trip has been estimated by Operations to be 60

minutes, including 30 minutes fordiagnosis. The present information from the SWpunmp
Ivendoreis that pump failure would occurtif GW is not restored in 30 minutes. The pump

\vendor has been contacted to determine length of time pump can be run without GW and

till meet the PRA mission time. Further discussion with the vendor indicates that loss of

fW low for 60 minutes has been evaluated in the industry. Potential for GW flow'
recovery becomes viable, with expected failure rate of 0.1 given the expected operator

response.

To assess the increase in core damage frequency,(CDF), gates were added to the Division

II Sw ,pumps which would result in failure if both Division I SW pumps do not operate.

When this'dependency'is added to the PRA model without recovery, the resulting

increased core damage probability (ICDP) appears to be greater than GREEN.

The new CDFwas reviewed and it 7wasdetermined that -80% of the CDFis due to a loss

of DC bus Ainitiating event.The majority of this is due to two sequences.

The first sequence contains cutsets with failure ofl-IPCI due to room cooling failure

(RCIC fails with the initiator). Depressurization is successful but low pressure injection

fails - CS due to room cooling failure and LPCI due to other failures (majority =
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miscalibration of the initiating switch for low reactor level which can'be recovered by
manual initiation of the LPCIpump)..

The second sequence contains successful operation of CS-for injection, however, core
damage occurs long term due to containment heatup.,ExtendedCS injection is possible

by aligning'the suction to the CST and using containment vent for heatremoval (expected
ERO response by adapting existing system procedure in Mode 4.)

Recoveri of these two sequences (and other CDF sequences) is providedby the EOPs.
w-ith5.2SW and .2REC which will provide injection using the available CRD pump.
Containment venting is'still available via the Drywell vent path and the Torus Hard Pipe
Vent.

-I AA:•

V&-

Operations has reviewed the'recovery using the CRD pump and Containment venting and
-verified using prints and the simulator to ensure they are available.

.Adding these recoveries to these sequences would reduce the CDF. In addition, the
TDCAinitiating event frequercy was reviewed and compared to the initiating event

frequency used in the SPAR model. Both initiating event frequencies are generic data
values. The SPAR-model:uses updated information and is the lower frequency. Use of
this updated frequency would also lower the'CDF.
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